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What is the Oral History Roadshow?
By Dale Jarvis
The Oral History Night Roadshow is a project of the
Heritage Foundation of NL to capture the stories and
memories of seniors, to empower and encourage
seniors to showcase their memories through a series of
public oral history night celebrations, and to share their
knowledge and experience through the production of a
booklet for each set of community stories.
Over the past year, we have been working through our
Collective Memories project to document the stories of
our Newfoundland and Labrador seniors. In our
interviews and mug-ups, we often hear the same concern expressed by local seniors - that their stories are
dying out in their communities. Inspired and led by this, the main objective of the Oral History Night Roadshow
is to conserve those stories in a creative and innovative way.
The Oral History Roadshow is made possible with assistance from the New Horizons for Seniors program, and
will see us travel from community to community, hosting a series of Oral History Nights. These will be open-mic
storytelling sessions led and inspired by seniors in that community. We will partner with seniors involved with
local museums, cultural organizations, and 50+ clubs to bring together local seniors, create partnerships, and
plan each event. Seniors in each town get to pick the stories important to them. People will come, have some
food, mix with a broad selection of locals, and tell stories.
After the Oral History Night, we’ll linger around the community, meeting individually with the seniors, and doing
one-on-one recordings of their stories. We’ll archive and share those online in partnership with Memorial
University’s Digital Archives Initiative, and select specific stories to transcribe. We’ll be adding to our collection
of community history booklets, then returning to our partner communities for a book launch party! Want more
information? Contact us at ich@heritagefoundation.ca or call 1-888-739-1892 ext 2.
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35mm Slides from the Portugal Cove-St. Philip’s Archives
By Kelly Drover
In April I had the pleasure to process and digitize some material from the Town of Portugal Cove-St. Philip’s
Archives. In the 1980s Allen and Pearl Squires made a financial donation to the town which established the
community library. Along with that donation came some of the couple’s personal possessions, stacks of letters
written during the Second World War, and 2 cases of 35mm colour slides.
Allen Squires was born in St. Philip’s and
served in World War II as a gunner with the
166th (Newfoundland) Field Regiment
Royal Artillery. During his time overseas,
Allen sent letters to Pearl Morcombe, an
old family friend from Melrose,
Massachusetts. Pearl received Allen’s
address from his sister Edna Tucker in
1940 and they would become pen pals
throughout the rest of the war. After WWII
had ended and Allen was discharged, the
couple got married in Portugal Cove on
June 5th, 1946. They then moved back to
the United States to live in Pearls
hometown in Massachusetts.
The Squires made two visits to Newfoundland in the summers of 1954 and 1962, when they took 221 35mm
slides documenting their trip. On both trips, Allen and Pearl Squires took photographs in the Portugal Cove-St.
Philip’s area, as well as visiting St. John’s, Bell Island, Pouch Cove, Brigus, Holyrood and other locations on
the Avalon Peninsula. The content of the images include the usual vacation photos with family and friends, as
well as photos of scenery, buildings, and
landmarks in various communities. They
also include photographs of events like
the 1962 Memorial Day service in
Portugal Cove, a flower service in the St.
Philip’s Church Cemetery, and regattas in
both St.Philip’s and St. John’s.
I have included here three examples of
the photographs. The first was taken at
the 1962 Memorial Day Service in
Portugal Cove, showing St. Lawrence
Anglican Church in the background. In
the image you can see a parade of
people heading towards the church. The
event took place at the Portugal Cove
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War Memorial on Hardings Hill and you can see the crowds of people surrounding the monument. Next is a
photo of Pearl Squires standing in front of The Society of United Fishermen Lodge on Thorburn Road in St.
Philip’s, taken June 26th
1962. Last is a photograph
of Ambrose and Maude
Squires of St. Philip’s,
standing in front of a yellow
house, July 4th, 1962.
The colour photographs are
clear and beautiful even
without knowing the location
or context of the image.
Many of the slides include
Pearl Squires handwritten
labels identifying the
communities and people in
the photographs. They are
well worth looking through
and will be available soon
on the Memorial University
Digital Archives.
All photos are from the Allen and Pearl Squires Fonds (028) courtesy of the Portugal Cove-St. Philip’s Archives. For more
information on the Portugal Cove-St. Philip's Archives, contact the Town of Portugal Cove-St. Philip's Heritage Programs
and Services Coordinator Julie Pomeroy by phone at (709) 895-5657or email julie.pomeroy@pcsp.ca

Historic Places & Folklore of Bay Roberts
The Heritage Foundation of Newfoundland and
Labrador, Memorial University Folklore Department,
and the heritage and culture groups of Bay Roberts
are working on a project to identify places that hold
special meanings, stories, and memories in the
different neighbourhoods of Bay Roberts. We’d love
your help in making a list of possible places for
university folklore students to research this
September. Share your knowledge and memories
with us! We’ll have the kettle on!
Shearstown Community Centre
(Old Lion’s Club)
June 8th, 2017, 7pm
For more info, contact Dale Jarvis at: 1-888-739-1892 x2 or email ich@heritagefoundation.ca.
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Commemorating the St. John’s Great Fire of 1892
By Théa Morash, Arts & Cultural Development Coordinator, City of St. John's
This July marks the 125th anniversary of the Great Fire of 1892 in St. John’s, which destroyed much of St.
John’s and is remembered as the worst disaster to befall the City.
Hot, dry weather and strong winds bolstered a fire which began in a stable near the intersection of Pennywell
and Freshwater Roads. The blaze quickly spread through the streets, leaving approximately 12,000 people
homeless and the City’s downtown commercial district wiped out.
In 1892 Bannerman Park housed many of the people left homeless by the fire in a makeshift tent city. It will be
the centre of the City’s commemorative activities on Saturday, July 8 and Sunday, July 9, 2017.
To mark the anniversary of the Great Fire, residents and visitors are invited to visit an archival photography
exhibition, attend a song and story circle concert in the park, take part in a historical walk through the area
affected by the fire, and much more. Please visit the City’s website for more information, at www.stjohns.ca.

Photo 03-01-001, City of St. John’s Archives. Acting Archivist Neachel Keeping writes, “The guy standing to the
right with his hands in his pockets talks to me. I can feel his sense of shock and defeat.”
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The Goats of New Perlican
By Terra Barrett
It was a relatively rare warm and sunny spring day in May when Kelly Drover and I drove from St. John’s to
New Perlican to do some preparations for the Goat Tea. The New Perlican Goat Tea was held Friday, May 19
and kicked off the Heritage Foundation’s Oral History Roadshow.
In New Perlican the topic of the event was goats! Kelly and I started the day by scanning and photographing
goat photos from the community. In the afternoon we met with Ron Peddle who showed us around his farm.
Ron keeps not only goats but also chickens, roosters, geese, and ducks. Ron’s goats are currently being used
to maintain St. Augustine’s first cemetery. There is a trail leading from Ron’s backyard to the fenced-in
cemetery where the goats are allowed to roam, eat vegetation, and clean up the older cemetery.
In the evening, Dale Jarvis hosted the Goat Tea at
the community centre where twenty six
community members came out to share stories
and memories of goats. We heard stories about
raising goats, riding goats bareback, milking
goats, and eating goat.
Ron Peddle told the story of how his mother
would get the goats to haul the wood up the slope
towards the end of their property by giving them
Girl Guide cookies. Ron said he does not know
what the cookies tasted like because they were
always given to the goats.
Bill Matthews explained the “Stinky Buck Club” which is so named for the odor associated with male goats. The
club was a result of an event at a birthday party where Bill put on a yoke and paraded around bleating like a
goat. Yokes were wooden triangles fitted around the neck of goats to keep them out of gardens and areas they
weren’t supposed to be. If you wanted to avoid the stinky smell of buck goats we were told that there were two
men in town who used to do the castration or “doctored” the goats with a razorblade and iodine.
Several people mentioned how beneficial goat milk was to drink and one woman remembered being sent to a
neighbour’s for goat milk when her sister was sick. Goats were also used to predict the weather. People of the
community knew when the weather was about the change when the goats came from the woods and hid under
the flakes and stages. This usually meant rain, or a storm was on its way. While goats are not currently used to
forecast the weather, the stories about goats are important to the community of New Perlican.
The main focus of the event was to get seniors out in the community and sharing these stories. The next step
in the project is to do follow-up interviews and capture these great stories. I’m currently lining up interviews
which will be combined with archival research and community photographs to develop a community booklet. If
you have photographs or stories about the goats of New Perlican you can call Terra Barrett at 1-888-739-1892
or email terra@heritagefoundation.ca.
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A Call for Modern Memories
By Eddy O’Toole
In addition to our pre-confederation heritage, the Foundation is seeking to highlight structures around the
province which demonstrate heritage of the Newfoundland’s modern era. Many folks may remember the
vibrancy of life in our province’s cities during the mid 20th century when the island’s society underwent a
radical shift towards metropolitan living. HFNL is interested in seeing how this new age influenced citizen’s
experiences and the period’s architecture. To begin, HFNL is currently seeking any photographs, information,
or fond memories regarding a section of modern buildings on/near Lemarchant Road in St. John’s. Do you
recall the decoration of St. Michael’s School, watching a movie on the big screen at the Cornwall Theatre, or
getting a flat fixed at Grouchy’s? If so, we’d love to hear from you!
List of properties:
+ St. Michael’s Anglican School / I. J. Samson –
50 Bennett Ave.
+ British Motors – 260 Lemarchant Rd.
+ The Cornwall Theatre / Smith Stockley Ltd. –
264 Lemarchant Rd.
+ The American Aerated Water Co. – 278
Lemarchant Rd.
+ Avalon Service Station / Grouchy’s – 340
Lemarchant Rd.
Please contact Eddy, at
eddy@heritagefoundation.ca with any
information.
Photo: Atlantic Guardian - July 1948. On the center-left is the American Aerated Water Co.; center-right is the
Cornwall Theatre; the white, large-windowed structure on the far right is British Motors; also on the far right, the
white and heavily windowed structure across the street is the West End fire station.

Hooked Road of Memories:
Historic Events, Locations and Sites of NL
You are invited to view a display of hooked rugs which provide a
glimpse into our past and an insight into our heritage, hooked by
members of the Rug Hooking Guild of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Location: Cupids Legacy Centre, Seaforest Drive, Cupids
Official Opening by Lieut. Governor Fagan and Mrs. Fagan
Tuesday, June 6, 2017 at 3pm
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Recognizing the Legacy of World War Two on Our Province’s Built Landscape
By Andrea O’Brien
A recent municipal designation by the Town of Flatrock is highlighting an under-recognized architectural era in
our province’s development. What at first glance seems to be nothing more than a concrete box facing the
ocean once played a critical role in the defence of the east coast of North America. Known as a “Base End
Spotting Station,” this small structure was a part of a much larger coastal defence system constructed by
American forces on the northeast Avalon during WWII.
In 1941, Winston Churchill and Franklin
Roosevelt entered into a lend-lease
program to give the United States leases
to land within the British Empire for the
construction of bases. In return, Britain
would receive American warships.
Erection of American bases in
Newfoundland quickly followed, along with
coastal defence positions. Circa 1942, gun
batteries and associated facilities used to
scan the ocean horizon for enemy ships
were constructed from Cape Spear to
Conception Bay South by U.S. forces. The
Base End Spotting Station at Flatrock was
associated with Tactical Battery No. 1 at
Red Cliff and another Base End Spotting
Station in the White Hills. The battery at
Red Cliff had 8-inch guns placed on fixed
concrete emplacements. The Base End
Stations were used to plot the location of
potential targets on the ocean. The
measurements from the stations would be
sent to a plotting room at Red Cliff, where
firing coordinates would be calculated
through triangulation.
The concrete bunkers that housed the
Base End Spotting Stations were 12 to 14
feet per side. Dug into hills, they had vision
slits and roofs that projected above ground. The type of bunker in Flatrock was referred to as a “manhole” by
the U.S. military and was accessed through a hatch and rebar ladder. In a bunker this size, two soldiers
operated the instruments used to aid in plotting targets, including a depression position finder and an azimuth
scope.
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From 1942 until the end of WWII, American soldiers were positioned in these and similar bunkers that provided
advance protection for U.S. bases in St. John’s, Argentia and Stephenville. These bunkers represent only a
fraction of the infrastructure built by the U.S. War Department on the island of Newfoundland after 1941. To
date, the only WWII sites to have been designated in the province include the Cape Spear gun battery, 282
Coastal Defence Battery in Argentia, Tactical Battery No. 2 alternate position in Manuels and the Base End
Spotting Station at Flatrock.
Images:
Top row – diagram of Base End Spotting Station (Wikipedia), Restored Battery Commander's Station (Coast
Defense Study Group website)
Middle – Historic image of the interior of a Base End Spotting Station (Wikipedia)
Bottom row – Flatrock Base End Spotting Station (HFNL)

Finding the Profit in Heritage
By Jerry Dick
As evidenced by a number of news stories in
St. John’s recently, It seems that historic
properties often find building owners and
developers on one side with heritage
advocates on the other and municipal officials
caught somewhere in the middle. When
people who value heritage are protesting the
proposed demolition of a property it is often
too late in the process to have much impact.
Decisions have already been made; a
property has been allowed to seriously
deteriorate driving up costs.
In an effort to bring together the various
stakeholders – property owners/developers,
heritage advocates, city officials and designers – to create more understanding and a better dialogue, the
Heritage Foundation, in partnership with the City of St. John’s, organized a one-day forum on May 16, titled,
“Finding the Profit in Heritage.”
The day started with a keynote presentation by developer Colin Whitcomb of Saint John New Brunswick. As a
former Main Street coordinator, he is well-positioned to appreciate both side of the equation: developer and
heritage advocate. Whitcomb presented some of the opportunities that heritage buildings present: unique
architecture; central downtown location and lifestyle; and the fact that existing buildings can be “grandfathered”
in terms of meeting some regulatory requirements. He took the group through an analysis of how developers
evaluate an adaptive reuse project from a financial perspective and how certain kinds of projects, particularly
renovations of older buildings, have higher risks that include: meeting modern building codes; unforeseen
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structural issues that can push up costs; project delays; lack of predictability, challenges in financing. If the
risks are too great, then a developer will not be interested. A key point that he made was that in order for more
heritage adaptive reuse projects to happen it is necessary to mitigate or lessen some of the risks whether that
be through special zoning or through public financial incentives. For me, personally, it was very useful to
understand how a developer views things and what he needs to get out of an adaptive reuse project.
Following a panel presentation by the different stakeholders the forum considered two case studies to see how
an historic church and a downtown heritage house on a 1.7 acre parcel of land could, potentially, be developed
in a way that would preserve heritage values while being financially feasible. This led to a discussion about
what could be done in St. John’s to ensure that more historic buildings were adaptively reused in the coming
years. Recommendations included:
●

●

●

●

●

Putting together a “Think Tank” of stakeholders who would come together to brainstorm on how best to
preserve and develop a specific heritage property tied to a public consultation process that considers
ideas from residents
Creating a one-stop shop at City Hall for expertise, funding, and resources regarding heritage
conservation and adaptive reuse along the lines of what exists at the City of Calgary and ensuring
timely processing of development permits
Adopting a special zoning for heritage structures with maximum flexibility that enhances the possibilities
for finding new financially viable uses. Related to this is a recommendation to adopt a special
building code for heritage structures that recognizes their special conditions as has been done in other
jurisdictions
Establishing mechanisms such as a heritage trust, revolving fund or social enterprise that can acquire,
develop and manage heritage properties in St. John’s for which there is not a private sector business
case or interest. There are number of these in the province including in Bonavista, Port Union and Fogo
Island
Reviewing the heritage designation process with a
view to making it better able to protect buildings while
having it work better for building owners. Also, it was
recognized that there is a need to change the
perception of designation as a burden that limits the
potential of a heritage site to one that has benefits
that add value.

The Heritage Foundation, working with its partners, will be
developing these and other recommendations into a policy
paper for presentation to the City of St. John’s and other
levels of government.
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